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INTRODUCTION 

1. As amicus curiae, the Nelson Mandela Foundation (“NMF”) advances no view on 

the facts or merits of this matter (that is, whether hate speech occurred as alleged). 
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2. The NMF limits its submissions to the controversy created by paragraph 14 of the 

Supreme Court of Appeal’s judgment,1 the import of which is that the prohibition 

on “hate speech” in section 10(1) of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention 

of Unfair Discrimination Act, 2000 (“Act”) should not be applied to speech that 

falls outside the scope of section 16(2) of the Constitution (“advocacy of hatred 

that is based on race, ethnicity, gender or religion, and that constitutes incitement 

to cause harm”). 

3. The NMF submits, in short, that this aspect of the SCA judgment was wrong, and 

(whether obiter or otherwise) will wrongly be followed by lower courts if it is not 

expressly corrected by this Court.  The lower courts require reassurance that they 

may and must continue to enforce section 10(1) of the Act as they have been doing. 

                                                 
1  Masuku & Another v South African Human Rights Commission obo South African Jewish 

Board of Deputies [2018] ZASCA 180; 2019 (2) SA 194 (SCA) (“SCA judgment”), para 14: 

There is cause for concern that the provisions of section 10 of the Equality Act have the 
effect of condemning speech that is protected under section 16(1) of the Constitution.  In 
their book The South African Constitutional Law: The Bill of Rights the writers Cheadle, 
Davis and Haysom examine the provisions of section 10 of the Equality Act.  They suggest 
that the formulation of section 10 of the Equality Act is ‘a most unfortunate convoluted 
formulation’ and that it may well constitute an unjustified limitation of the freedom of 
expression in the context of a constitutional order ‘committed to robust deliberation’ for 
these reasons: 

‘It extends the prohibited grounds contained in section 16(2) of the Constitution in that 
the latter provision refers to race, ethnicity, gender or religion only, and uncouples hurt 
and harm from incitement to cause harm.  While the extension of the prohibited grounds 
can doubtless be justified in terms of the limitation clause as contained in section 36, 
particularly in the context of the prohibited grounds contained in section 9(3), the wider 
formulation adopted in section 10(1) will also have to be saved in terms of section 36.  
The combination of an extension of the prohibited grounds beyond those contained in 
section 16(2) and the dispensing with the requirement of causation creates the potential 
for challenge’. 

The contention that a more extensive definition of hate speech can be justified under section 
36 is at the least debatable as section 16(2) provides an internal limitation clause. 
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4. This argument is structured as follows. After reciting the relevant provisions of the 

Act, we illustrate what the Equality Courts have been doing so far – in most cases 

enforcing section 10(1) of the Act in the absence of “incitement”.  Then, we show, 

with particular reference to international and comparative law, why it is right that 

the Equality Courts have done this (and thus why the SCA judgment is wrong). 

WHAT THE ACT SAYS 

5. Section 10(1) of the Act states: 

Subject to the proviso in section 12, no person may publish, propagate, 
advocate or communicate words based on one or more of the prohibited 
grounds, against any person, that could reasonably be construed to 
demonstrate a clear intention to –  
(a)  be hurtful; 
(b)  be harmful or to incite harm; 
(c)  promote or propagate hatred. 
 

6. Section 1(1) defines “prohibited grounds” expansively, to include group identifiers 

such as race, sex, sexual orientation, disability, language, HIV/AIDS status or “any 

other ground where discrimination based on that other ground causes or perpetuates 

systemic disadvantage [or] undermines human dignity”. 

7. The cited “proviso in section 12” is that “bona fide engagement in artistic creativity, 

academic and scientific inquiry, fair and accurate reporting in the public interest or 

publication of any information, advertisement or notice in accordance with section 

16 of the Constitution, is not precluded”. 

8. Section 10(1) of the Act differs, on its face, from section 16(2) of the Constitution 

in that it protects a far wider set of group identifiers, and does not expressly require 

that the speech “constitutes incitement to cause harm”. 
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WHAT THE EQUALITY COURTS HAVE DONE 

9. The Equality Courts have enforced section 10(1) of the Act in various cases where 

speech violated people’s dignity and equality, based on group identity, but did not 

constitute “incitement”.  We are aware of the following fifteen cases: 

9.1. Thembani v Swanepoel,2 Kente v Van Deventer,3 Donaldo v Haripersad,4 

Mdladla v Smith,5 Cacadu v Van Zyl,6 Magubane v Smith,7 Mkhondo v 

Momberg,8 where a black person in each case had been called “kaffir”. 

9.2. Herselman v Geleba,9 where a white man had referred to a black man as a 

“bobbejaan”. 

                                                 
2  [2016] ZAECMHC 37; 2017 (3) SA 70 (ECM) (appeal from Mthatha Magistrate’s Court) – 

a white man called a black man “kaffir” while chasing him out of his store.  This judgment 
was quoted with approval in South African Revenue Service v Commission for Conciliation, 
Mediation and Arbitration and Others [2016] ZACC 38; 2017 (1) SA 549 (CC), para 8. 

3  Cape Town Magistrate’s Court, Case No EC 9/13, 24 October 2014, as reported in De Rebus, 
March 2015, 26-28 – a black domestic worker was called a “pathetic kaffir” by her employer’s 
boyfriend. 

4  [2007] ZAEQC 3 (Durban Magistrate’s Court) – a black woman was called “kaffir bitch” by 
an Indian man half her age. 

5  [2006] ZAEQC 3 (Durban Magistrate’s Court) – a black woman was told by her white male 
neighbour: “You are a kaffir bitch. You must go and stay in Umlazi with the other kaffirs like 
you”. 

6  [2005] ZAEQC 3 (Victoria West Magistrate’s Court) – a white man told a black man: “Fok 
uit my lek uit, kaffir.” 

7  [2006] ZAEQC 5 (Durban Magistrate’s Court) – a black woman was told by her white male 
neighbour: “Kaffir, what are you looking at?” 

8  Randburg Magistrate’s Court, Case No. EQ 007/2016, 8 June 2017 (unreported) – a white 
woman called a black police officer “kaffir” 48 times within a few minutes. 

9  [2011] ZAEQC 1 (Grahamstown High Court) – a white man stated of a black man: “Kyk hoe 
maak die bobbejaan, hy krap die deur. Waar kry jy die bobbejaan?” 
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9.3. M v R,10 and African National Congress v Sparrow,11 where a white person, 

in each case, had referred to black people generally as “monkeys”. 

9.4. Isimangaliso Wetland Park v Sodwana Bay Guest Lodge,12 where a white 

guesthouse owner (defending his refusal to admit black guests) had stated 

that “the Bible” classifies black people as “animals”. 

9.5. Lucas v Peterson,13 where Khoisan people had been referred to as “Hotnots” 

who “only think of food and clothing”. 

9.6. Sonke Gender Justice Network v Malema,14 where a male politician had 

said that one rape complainant “had a nice time”, and made generalisations 

about women, rape and consent, which reinforced rape myths. 

                                                 
10  [2004] ZAEQC 2 (Durban Magistrate’s Court) – a white man told black co-workers: “Look 

at your government now. That government is a real monkey government and does not provide 
anything for you. Thabo Mbeki is the biggest baboon that is controlling the other monkeys like 
Jacob Zuma who is stealing his money.” 

11  [2016] ZAEQC 1 (Umzinto Magistrate’s Court) – a white woman wrote on Facebook: “These 
monkeys that are allowed to be released on New Year’s Eve and onto public beaches, towns, 
etcetera, absolutely have no education whatsoever.  So to allow them loose is inviting huge dirt 
and troubles and discomfort to others.  I am sorry to say that I was among the revellers and 
all I saw was black on black skins.  What a shame.  I do know some wonderful thoughtful black 
people.  This lot of monkeys just don’t want to even try but think they can voice opinions about 
statute and their way.  Dear, oh, dear, from now on I shall address the blacks of South Africa 
as monkeys as I see the cute little wild monkeys do the same, pick, drop and litter.” 

12  [2018] ZAKZDHC 60 (review from Ubombo Magistrate’s Court) – the guesthouse owner 
stated to a black presenter on VumaFM radio: “Black people were servants and the Bible made 
it very clear… We do not have the same blood, skin, hair and there are about 300 differences 
between you and me… You are classified in the Bible as an animal, you are not a homosapien.” 

13  [2016] ZANCHC 43 (appeal from Gordonia Magistrate’s Court) – an MEC, herself Khoisan, 
stated in a public speech: “the MEC for Finance has supported me because he thinks differently 
from us Hotnots. You know, we only think of food and clothing. His vision goes a bit further.” 

14  [2010] ZAEQC 2; 2010 (7) BCLR 729 (EqC) (Johannesburg Magistrate’s Court) – at a public 
rally, he stated: “When a woman didn’t enjoy it, she leaves early in the morning. Those who 
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9.7. Smith v Mgoqi,15 where a white woman, requesting her (black) neighbour’s 

consent for certain building plans, had been called “rubbish” and told: “This 

is a black man’s country and no white man is going to rule here.  You must 

build on the Bluff and not in Wentworth.” 

9.8. Trengove-Jones v Oelofse,16 where a gay man had been called a “fucking old 

queen” by his neighbour. 

10. We are aware of only five Equality Court cases where “incitement” was found to 

be present (though not expressly required) in speech prohibited by section 10(1): 

10.1. SAHRC v Qwelane,17 where a tabloid newspaper had published a column 

and a cartoon which equated same-sex relationships to bestiality. 

10.2. SAHRC v Bougaardt,18 where a pastor had published numerous comments 

online which incited hatred and harm towards “homosexuals”. 

                                                 
had a nice time will wait until the sun comes out, requests breakfast and taxi money. In the 
morning that lady requested breakfast and taxi money. You don’t ask for taxi money from 
somebody who raped you.” 

15  [2007] ZAEQC 2 (Durban Magistrate’s Court). 
16  Johannesburg Magistrate’s Court, 9 August 2017 (unreported) – she stated: “Just look at you, 

I don’t understand what anyone sees in you. You are a fucking old queen, you fucking piece of 
fucking shit.” 

17  [2017] ZAGPJHC 218; 2018 (2) SA 149 (GJ) – the cartoon depicted a man marrying a goat, 
while the text stated inter alia:  “I do pray that someday a bunch of politicians with their heads 
affixed firmly to their necks will muster the balls to rewrite the Constitution of this country, to 
excise those sections which give licence to men ‘marrying’ other men, and ditto women. 
Otherwise, at this rate, how soon before some idiot demands to ‘marry’ an animal, and argues 
that this Constitution ‘allows’ it?” 

18  Cape Town High Court, Case No EC13/2013, 18 May 2018 (unreported) – the pastor stated, 
inter alia: “To hell with homosexuals they want to take over all over the world. Their lifestyle 
is an abomination to God but Christians in South Africa are too scared to speak out against 
these perverted relationships. If I was a president of my country I will lock them in cages where 
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10.3. AfriForum v Malema,19 where a black politician had been singing the song 

“Dubul’ iBhunu” (“Shoot the Boer”). 

10.4. Strydom v Black First Land First,20 where a political party (of which white 

people are not permitted to be members) had been using the slogan “Land 

or Death”. 

10.5. SAHRC v Masuku & Another,21 which was reversed by the SCA judgment 

now under appeal before this Court. 

11. We are aware of only one case where an Equality Court expressly required speech 

to involve “incitement” in order to fall foul of section 10(1) of the Act – SAHRC v 

Khumalo, stating as follows:22 

Plainly, section 10 of the Equality Act must be read consistently with section 
16 of the Constitution.  In order to achieve that result, all parties are agreed, 
that all three subsections of section 10(1) must be read conjunctively rather 
than disjunctively to achieve the alignment that produces that consistency.  As 
a result the factor of ‘incitement’ must be present in the prohibited utterances. 
 
There are, however, decisions to the contrary.  In Herselman v Geleba [2011] 
ZAEQC 1, an appeal from a Magistrate’s Equality Court to the Eastern Cape 
High Court held that section 10(1) should read disjunctively.  However that 
decision did not consider the impact of section 16(2)(c) of the Constitution.  
For that reason, in my view, having omitted an important factor that had to 
considered, the decision is unsafe, and for further reasons, is with respect, 

                                                 
they belong. They behave worst than animals in bed, and don’t even deserve a prison cell with 
prisoners. They belong in a cage.” 

19  [2011] ZAEQC 2; 2011 (6) SA 240 (EqC). 
20  [2019] ZAEQC 1 (Johannesburg Magistrate’s Court) – the Court held that the slogan “could 

reasonably be construed to incite harm against those that own land and are white people”. 
21  [2017] ZAEQC 1; 2018 (3) SA 291 (GJ). 
22  [2018] ZAGPJHC 528; 2019 (1) SA 289 (GJ) (“SAHRC v Khumalo”), paras 82-83. 
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clearly wrong.  Furthermore, in SAHRC v Qwelane 2018 (2) SA 149 (GJ) at 
[53] p176E it was held incitement need not be proven for all of the section 
10(1) subsections because, ostensibly, section 10(1) is wider than section 16 of 
the Constitution.  In my view this conclusion cannot be correct as the effect of 
section 16 is to establish the perimeter of what may be proscribed in section 
10(1). Absent consistency with section 16 of the Constitution, the section 10(1) 
provisions would be unconstitutional. 
 

12. Alongside the other twenty Equality Court cases set out above, SAHRC v Khumalo 

is obviously an outlier.  Also, it is pending appeal.  And, in any event, the remarks 

quoted above were obviously obiter.  Finally, the impression of section 16(2) of the 

Constitution as “the perimeter of what may be proscribed” does not enjoy academic 

support.23  

13. Nevertheless, paragraph 14 of the SCA judgment in Masuku (now under appeal 

in this Court) lends weight to the view, as stated in SAHRC v Khumalo, that “the 

factor of ‘incitement’ must be present” in hate speech prohibited by section 10(1) of 

the Act. 

14. In this Court, the applicant and respondents both appear to approve of SAHRC v 

Khumalo,24 while the Free Market Foundation’s Rule of Law Project (fifth amicus 

curiae) actively urges this Court to adopt it (and thus to affirm paragraph 14 of the 

SCA judgment).25  With respect, they are all wrong. 

                                                 
23  See Marais & Pretorius, “A Contextual Analysis of the Hate Speech Provisions of the Equality 

Act”, 18(4) Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal (2015), 901-941; Botha & Govindjee, “Hate 
Speech Provisions and Provisos: A Response to Marais & Pretorius and Proposals for Reform”, 
20 Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal (2017), 1-37. 

24  Applicant’s heads of argument, para 58; respondents’ heads of argument, para 41.2. 
25  Rule of Law Project’s founding affidavit, paras 22-27. 
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WHY THE SCA JUDGMENT (PARA 14) IS WRONG 

15. In Islamic Unity,26 this Court made clear that the State may curtail hateful speech 

that falls outside the scope of section 16(2) of the Constitution, subject of course 

to section 36: 

… the limitation of the right to freedom of expression may be justifiable in the 
interests of human dignity and equality, which are founding values of the 
Constitution, and national unity, which is an important and legitimate state 
objective…  This is because of the critical need, for the South African 
community, to promote and protect human dignity, equality, freedom, the 
healing of the divisions of the past and the building of a united society…  
Expression that advocates hatred and stereotyping of people on the basis of 
immutable characteristics is particularly harmful to the achievement of these 
values as it reinforces and perpetuates patterns of discrimination and 
inequality.  
 

16. While this passage is commonly misquoted as referring to the kind of expression 

described in section 16(2)(c) of the Constitution, which is excluded from the ambit 

of “the right to freedom of expression”, the Court was in fact referring to expression 

which falls within the ambit of section 16(1) but which could be justifiably limited 

under section 36(1) of the Constitution.27  The Court struck down the prohibition 

on broadcasting material that is “likely to prejudice relations between sections of the 

population”, only because it was “far too extensive” and it had “not been shown that 

the very real need to protect dignity, equality and the development of national unity 

could not be adequately served by the enactment of a provision which is 

appropriately tailored and more narrowly focussed”.28 

                                                 
26  Islamic Unity Convention v Independent Broadcasting Authority & Others [2002] ZACC 

3; 2002 (4) SA 294 (CC), para 43 (emphasis added); see also paras 32-35. 
27  Id, §38-51. 
28  Id, para 51 (emphasis added). 
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17. While the Court then notionally severed the broadcasting code, to prohibit only 

“unprotected expression as referred to in section 16(2)”, the Court pointedly left it 

“open to the legislature to decide to keep regulation at this minimal level or to 

regulate further subject to the provisions of section 36(1)”.29 

18. In light of this Court’s binding reasoning in Islamic Unity, it is plainly wrong for 

the SCA judgment, SAHRC v Khumalo and the Rule of Law Project to suggest that 

it was not “open to the legislature”, in enacting section 10(1) of the Act, to “regulate 

further” than the “minimal level” of hate speech prohibition set out in section 16(2) 

of the Constitution. 

19. That position defies not only binding precedent but also binding international law.  

Article 4(a) of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 

of Racial Discrimination, 1965 (“ICERD”), obliges South Africa (which ratified 

it in 1998) to prohibit not only “incitement to racial discrimination” but also “all 

dissemination of ideas based on racial superiority or hatred”.30 

20. It is thus no surprise that many democratic countries prohibit forms of hate speech 

that do not entail any element of ‘incitement’.  A salient example is the prohibition 

of “denial speech”, which refers to denying, doubting, downplaying, justifying or 

approving documented crimes against humanity, most notably the Holocaust (the 

                                                 
29  Id, para 55 (emphasis added). 
30  The United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination elaborated on 

this distinction in its “General Recommendation No. 35: Combating racist hate speech”, UN 
Doc. CERD/C/GC/35, 26 September 2013, para 11: “The provisions on dissemination of ideas 
of racial superiority are a forthright expression of the preventive function of the Convention 
and are an important complement to the provisions on incitement.”  See also para 30: “the 
provisions of article 4 on dissemination of ideas attempt to discourage the flow of racist ideas 
upstream, and the provisions on incitement address their downstream effects”.   
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systematic extermination of Jewish people by the Nazi regime from the late 1930s 

to 1945).31  These prohibitions are aimed at “protection of the victims, protection of 

memory, and ideally prevention of future atrocities”.32   

21.  States with laws explicitly prohibiting denial of crimes against humanity (without 

requiring ‘incitement’) include Austria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Israel, 

Latvia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, 

Slovenia and Switzerland.33 

22. An illuminating example is France, where the Gayssot Act (enacted to give effect 

to the ICERD) prohibits not only “discrimination on the basis of belonging or non-

belonging to an ethnic group, nation, race or religion”,34 but also any expression 

“challenging the existence of the existence of one or more crimes against humanity 

as defined by Article 6 of the Statute of the [Nuremburg] Tribunal”.35  In Faurisson, 

the Gayssot Act was challenged as a violation of the right to freedom of expression 

in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966 (“ICCPR”), but 

the United Nations Human Rights Committee concluded that a ban on Holocaust 

denial was necessary “to serve the struggle against racism and anti-Semitism”.36 

                                                 
31  See William R Pruitt, “Understanding Genocide Denial Legislation: A Comparative Analysis”, 

12(2) International Journal of Criminal Justice Sciences (2017), 270-284. 
32  Id, 283. 
33  Id, 273. 
34  Law 90-615 to repress any racist, antisemitic or xenophobic act (“Gayssot Act”), article 1 

(our translation). 
35  Gayssot Act, article 9, inserting article 24a of the 1881 Law on freedom of the press (our 

translation). 
36  Robert Faurisson v France, United Nations Human Rights Committee, Communication No. 

550/1993, UN Doc CCPR/C/58/D/550/1993(1996), paras 9.6 and 9.7; also see the separate 
opinion of Commissioner Bhagwati: “the Gayssot Act was necessary for securing respect for 
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23. Even more enlightening are comparisons with countries whose hate speech laws 

(like ours) do not explicitly refer to “denial speech”, but have been held to proscribe 

it in any event (and without requiring ‘incitement’). 

24. One example is Canada.  In Keegstra,37 a case concerning Holocaust denial, the 

Canadian Supreme Court applied, and upheld the constitutionality of, a criminal 

prohibition on “wilfully promot[ing] hatred against any identifiable group”, that is 

“any section of the public distinguished by colour, race, religion or ethnic origin” 

(section 319(2) of the Criminal Code) – an offence distinct from that of “incit[ing] 

hatred against any identifiable group where such incitement is likely to lead to a 

breach of the peace” (section 319(1) of the Criminal Code). 

25. Another example is Australia.  In Toben v Jones,38 the Federal Court of Australia 

held that Holocaust denial contravened section 18C of the Racial Discrimination 

Act, 1975, which prohibits any act which “is reasonably likely … to offend, insult, 

humiliate or intimidate another person or a group of people”, and “is done because 

of the race, colour or national or ethnic origin of the other person or of some or all 

of the people in the group”.  Instructively, the Court held that:39 

[I]t is clearly consistent with the provisions of the [ICERD] and the ICCPR 
that a State Party should legislate to ‘nip in the bud’ the doing of offensive, 
insulting, humiliating or intimidating public acts which are done because of 
race, colour or national or ethnic origin before such acts can grow into 
incitement or promotion of racial hatred or discrimination. 
 

                                                 
the rights and interests of the Jewish community to live in society with full human dignity and 
free from an atmosphere of anti-Semitism.” 

37  R v Keegstra [1990] 3 SCR 697 (SCC). 
38  [2003] FCAFC 137. 
39  Id, para 20. 
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26. It is often forgotten that the facts of Islamic Unity concerned Holocaust denial.40  

This Court must, therefore, have had ‘denial speech’ somewhere in mind when it 

spoke of “the critical need, for the South African community, to promote and protect 

human dignity, equality, freedom, the healing of the divisions of the past and the 

building of a united society”, by limiting speech that “has the potential to perpetuate 

the negative aspects of our past and further divide our society”.41  Obviously, ‘denial 

speech’ would fall into this category. 

27. ‘Denial speech’ is an insidious and internationally recognised form of hate speech, 

which warrants no less opprobrium and statutory prohibition than ‘incitement’. 

28. There is nothing (except, presently, paragraph 14 of the SCA judgment) to prevent 

our Equality Courts from applying section 10(1) of the Act to ‘denial speech’ – that 

is, speech that denies, doubts, downplays, justifies or approves documented crimes 

against humanity.   

29. One such crime against humanity is apartheid.  The international community has 

repeatedly declared it so.42  And this Court has repeatedly described it so.43  And, 

                                                 
40  Islamic Unity Convention v Independent Broadcasting Authority & Others [2002] ZACC 

3; 2002 (4) SA 294 (CC), para 1 – the appellant’s radio station hosted a guest who “asserted 
that Jewish people were not gassed in concentration camps during the Second World War but 
died of infectious diseases, particularly typhus and that only a million Jews had died.” 

41  Id, para 43. 
42  See article 1(1) of the International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of 

the Crime of Apartheid, 1973; and article 7(2)(h) of the Rome Statute of the International 
Criminal Court, 2002. 

43  AfriForum & Another v University of the Free State [2017] ZACC 48; 2018 (2) SA 185 (CC), 
para 5; City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality v AfriForum & Another [2016] ZACC 
19; 2016 (6) SA 279 (CC), para 2; Law Society of South Africa & Others v President of the 
Republic of South Africa & Others [2018] ZACC 51; 2019 (3) SA 30 (CC), para 4; South 
African Police Service v Solidarity obo Barnard [2014] ZACC 23; 2014 (6) SA 123 (CC), 
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by “apartheid”, we do not mean merely the system of government which explicitly 

bore that name, prevailing in South Africa from 1948 to 1994. In international law, 

apartheid is defined as “inhuman acts committed for the purpose of establishing and 

maintaining domination by one racial group of persons over any other racial group 

of persons and systematically oppressing them”.44  It follows that ‘apartheid denial’ 

may include speech denying, doubting, downplaying, justifying or approving any 

of the systems of racial segregation and subjugation prevailing in the territory now 

known as South Africa since the advent of colonialism in 1652. 

30. It is on this basis that the NMF has approached the Equality Court (in the Gauteng 

Local Division of the High Court), for a declaratory order that gratuitous displays 

of the pre-1994 South African official flag constitute hate speech prohibited under 

section 10(1) of the Act.  Such expression is a form of ‘apartheid denial’, in that it 

downplays, endorses or celebrates the apartheid crime against humanity.  Other 

forms of ‘apartheid denial’ may include disputing the authorship, number, nature 

or severity of atrocities committed in the enforcement of apartheid,45 or extolling 

the perceived positive aspects of colonialism.46 

31. Despite not involving ‘incitement’, such speech deeply injures the human dignity 

and erodes the equal human worth of black people (the prime targets of apartheid 

and colonialism in South Africa).  It is permissible and proper for section 10(1) of 

                                                 
para 178; South African Revenue Service v Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and 
Arbitration & Others [2016] ZACC 38; 2017 (1) SA 549 (CC), para 2. 

44  Article 2 of the International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the 
Crime of Apartheid, 1973. 

45  See Modjadji & Goba “Apartheid not a crime against humanity – AfriForum CEO”, Sowetan, 
15 May 2018. 

46  See Ngcukaitobi, “On Zille and the Familiar Distortions of Black History”, The Con, 11 April 
2017. 
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the Act to be enforced against such speech.  It will not be so enforced, however, if 

paragraph 14 of the SCA judgment is left uncorrected by this Court. 

CONCLUSION 

32. On the basis of the authorities set out above, the NMF submits that: 

32.1. Section 10(1) of the Act has been enforced by the Equality Courts primarily 

(and properly) against speech that violates the human dignity and equality 

of people based on group identity, even where it entails no ‘incitement’. 

32.2. International law (as exemplified in comparative law) permits and requires 

prohibition of such speech, which includes speech that denies, downplays, 

doubts, justifies or approves crimes against humanity. 

32.3. It is permissible and proper to enforce section 10(1) of the Act against such 

speech, including denial of apartheid atrocities. 

32.4. The SCA judgment is wrong to say that such speech cannot be prohibited, 

by section 10(1) of the Act or at all. 

 

TEMBEKA NGCUKAITOBI 

BEN WINKS 

Johannesburg 

30 July 2019 
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